Abstract. Improve the level set algorithm by Lagrangian particle enhanced replanting algorithm and increase the reduced segmentation accuracy brought about by the algorithm for uneven image pixel for medical CT image. Based on Literature [4], the combination of Lagrangian particle enhanced replanting algorithm and level set algorithm is adopted, the convergence of velocity field for singular point is promoted through increase of velocity vector and unit normal vector and the medical CT image segmentation method of hybrid level set (LPRLS) based on Lagrangian particle enhanced replanting algorithm is proposed in the Thesis. Calculate the Lagrangian labeled particle before calculating the formula of horizontal set to rebuild the embedded interface in order to improve the mass conservation property of level set algorithm; improve the convergence of velocity field for singular point and topological change point through increasing velocity vector and unit normal vector in order to handle the singularity of interface and complicated geometric correlation. The simulation results of algorithm indicate that the performance of the proposed algorithm is greatly improved compared with the original algorithm. It can be concluded from the simulation results that the existing insufficiency is the proportion of error identification of the algorithm.
Introduction
In recent years, Osher and Sethian, etc., the scholars in image processing direction jointly studied and proposed the segmentation algorithm for level set (LS) and the main idea was to map the low-dimensional closed two-dimension curve to the high-dimensional level set for processing with a view to strengthening the stability of image segmentation algorithm. Even so, the singularity and complicated geometric correlation of image interface play a significant influence on the level set algorithm; so the proper handling of the above problems is very important to improve the application effect of level set segmentation algorithm in medical imaging such as CT and X-ray and favorable to improving the performance of the algorithm in dealing with the problems such as poor contrast, uneven pixel and fuzzy boundary with image segmentation problems in medical imaging [2] [3] .
Level set algorithm based on particle
The essence of level set algorithm is to turn the image segmentation problem to hyper curved surface activity in high-dimensional space as shown in Fig.1 . The embedded interface 3 Γ ∈  can be defined as the signed distance function of zero level set, φ . So the formula for iterative evolution algorithm of standard level set is as follows [11] [12] :
Where the velocity field V  is generally given by the external flow method and the evolution equation is solved through the narrow area near the surface. So it is required to solve through the following equation until the state become stable:
Where τ is the pseudo time for reinitialization of level set equation, so the diffused sign function can be defined as:
Based on Godunov solution [3] and the monotonicity of function, the compulsory execution can be conducted for Formula (2) based on the following time limit steps:
Then, the space and time derivatives for Formula (1) and Formula (2) can be calculated based on the narrow area of fifth-order WENO format [14] and third-order TVD-Runge-Kutta method [15] near the surface. The geometric quantity such as unit normal vector n  and local curvature k can be calculated as follows through level set formula:
Level set method of hybrid particle For the method, Eulerian level set algorithm[16] and Lagrangian particle algorithm are combined and the Lagrangian massless particle is adopted to correct the level set function for area to be solved of image interface. Two groups of particles are randomly placed near the interface of narrow band and attract the interface to the correct side; the positive particle tends to the side of 0 φ > and recessive particle tends to the side of 0 φ ≤ ; Lagrangian particle will produce convection at the given velocity:
Where p x  is the particle position and ( )
is the velocity vector of particle. Due to dissipation loss of the evolution equation, the flowing feature information is totally saved. Then, the third-order TVD Runge Kutta method is used to solve the evolution equation of time derivative.
There is a position and range radius for each particle to make up the position error caused by limitation of level set function. The radius of each particle is defined according to the maximum value and minimum value of grid. According to the maximum and minimum delimitation values for particle radius of Formula (6), calculate by the following equations:
In conclusion, the range radius of each particle can be defined as follows: 
Where p s is used to indicate the positive and negative property of particle and the following equations can be used to define and describe:
On the image surface easily to be solved with clear interface and even pixel, the solution for level set function is sufficiently accurate and the particle will not drift far away from the interface. However, in the area not easily to be solved with uneven pixel and fuzzy boundary, the calculation of level set function will cause mass loss and the particle will drift far away from the interface. The escaped positive (or negative) particle from the interface can define local level set function based on grid point, particle radius and particle sign. The correction of level set function set can be realized through comparison of level set function value of grid and the local level set function value of escaped particle. According to the sign for level set function of grid, the local level set function of the escaped positive and negative particles can be respectively defined as follows: 
Simulation experiment and analysis
Parameter of simulation equipment: the processor is i7 2.4GHz and the memory is 4G ddr1333. Selection of simulation platform: matlab2012a. Experimental subjects: the common medical CT images which are respectively angiography CT, tumor CT, breast CT, brain CT and chest CT. Fig.(a) to Fig.(e) ; the LPRLS algorithm is realized through studying toolbox function of malab level set, combining the algorithm theory proposed in the Thesis and preparing interface Research, volume 50 procedure. Except the above parameter setting, the parameter settings of other level sets are the same as the parameter settings of level set algorithm in toolbox. The simulation results for evaluation indicators such as segmentation precision, time consumption and variance of level set algorithm are shown in Table 1 . The simulation result in Table 1 is the average value for evaluation indicators obtained after respectively independent operation of the above two algorithms for 20 times. Fig.4(a) -(e) respectively show the segmentation effects of LS algorithm and LPRLS algorithm on five groups of images such as angiography CT, tumor CT, breast CT, brain CT and chest CT. In Fig.(a) of angiography CT image segmentation, the identification rate of LPRLS algorithm in main vessels is evidently higher than that of LS algorithm, but the problem is that due to extremely high sensitivity, there are certain noise points for identification such as the small circles scattered in the figure; in Fig.(b) of tumor CT image segmentation, the segmentation by LPRLS algorithm for tumor contour is more comprehensive than that by LS algorithm and the more precise contour in tumor can be identified; in Fig.(c) of breast CT image segmentation, the identification by LPRLS algorithm for the whole breast is evidently more comprehensive than that by LS algorithm and the inner part of breast can also be segmented and identified in more precise way; in Fig.(d) of brain CT image segmentation, the structure of brain CT image is more complicated and the segmentation effect of LS algorithm is not satisfactory and its precision in segmentation is evidently lower than that of LPRLS algorithm; in Fig.(e) of chest CT image segmentation, the identification of LS algorithm in middle part of left chest is cluttered and the whole contour is also relatively cluttered, but the identification of chest contour by LPRLS algorithm is more comprehensive with better identification effect. Fig.2 shows the comparison of standard LS algorithm and LPRLS algorithm from the intuitive visual effect, so intuitively the LPRLS algorithm is evidently superior to the standard LS algorithm. Table 1 respectively shows the comparison results of segmentation values for standard LS algorithm and LPRLS algorithm in five groups of images of angiography CT, tumor CT, breast CT, brain CT and chest CT. The simulation comparison indicators include identification rate, operation time and variance of identification rate and there are respectively 20 times to solve the average value for the algorithm. In segmentation identification rate indicators by the algorithms, LPRLS algorithm is evidently higher than the standard LS algorithm and the advantage is evident; in the indicator, the LPRLS algorithm is averagely 20%-30% higher, such as in three groups of images such as angiography CT, tumor CT and breast CT; the identification rate of standard LS algorithm is near 50%-60%, while the segmentation identification rate of LPRLS algorithm in the three groups of images reaches above 85%; in two groups of image segmentation for brain CT and chest CT, the standard LS algorithm slightly reaches above 70%, but the segmentation identification rate of LPRLS algorithm in the two groups of images reaches above 90%. In comparison of the calculated time indicators, the operation times for standard LS algorithm in the five groups of images are between 20s-35s, while the segmentation times of LPRLS algorithm in the five groups of images are distributed between 16s-20s, so it can be inferred that in calculation time, LPRLS algorithm is also superior to the standard LS algorithm. In the algorithm variance indicators representing the stability of algorithm, LPRLS algorithm is slightly superior to the standard LS algorithm with little difference. 
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Conclusion
With regard to the relatively significant influence of uneven pixel of medical CT image on local segmentation algorithm for image, the medical CT image segmentation algorithm of hybrid level set based on Lagrangian particle enhanced replanting algorithm is proposed. First, for the unevenness of local image, calculate the Lagrangian labeled particle before calculating the formula of horizontal set to rebuild the embedded interface in order to improve the mass conservation property of level set algorithm; secondly, for the uncertainties of traditional particle method in processing interface singularity and complicated geometric correlation problem, improve the convergence of velocity field for singular point and topological change point through increasing velocity vector and unit normal vector; finally, the test set of synthetic data and simulation test of real CT image indicate that the proposed algorithm is superior to the comparison algorithm in edge segmentation convergence precision and operation speed.
